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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Juan Jorge Gadar Alemán. has contributed to the dictionary with 18 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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aeroevacuación
Perhaps if we separate it, its meaning is simplified.  Air adjective of the airy aerial gr.  Evacuation.  From Latin evacuatio
and this one from evacuáre.  .  .  vacate, take out, move. There is usual talk of rescue. Air evacuation, would be that
moved people from one sinister place to another, putting them safe. 

autoflagelar
Flagellar.  Scourge, whipping or instrument used to do so.  Auto, act or echo, by yourself. Self-flagellate, hurt yourself. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be self-harming, punishing yourself by your own hand 

ave de corral
Any bird that has been domesticated for human consumption.  Hens, ducks, guajolotes, ostriches. 

caravanear
In Mexico it is said caravanear to greet flexing the trunk and stretching the arm in a servile way.  Even though is it is no
longer commonly, is voluble to wanting to take advantage of any situation by exaggerating their behavior or offering
someone.

chavismo
Chavismo is a political movement that emerged in Venezuela, claiming to be a military civic movement of socialist and
Bolivarian orientation, having as its main figure the former President Hugo Rafael Chávez Frias. 

coliforme
That has the shape or appearance of cauliflower

con voluntad
Wanting to do something substantial because born him do so, not by obligation or necessity.

democráticoliberal
Maybe the mistake is to unite the word, if we separated it we would have.  Liberal Democratic or Liberal Democratic that
would have the same meaning.  Democracy.  From the Greek demos.  .  . people and cratos.  .  . authority, power.  So
we'd say. Democratic.  He'd be the one in favor of democracy.  Although in politics as in love, everything is worth it.  And
a free democracy would be even better for the people who chose them to exercise it. 

ganarse la lotería en sentido figurado
Get an unexpected benefit.  Qualifying for something you might have considered out of reach

macrorregión
If we separate the word gives us.  Macro Greek macros, large, long, although the use usually denotes something greater
than large or long. Region.  A part of territory that determines certain ethnic characteristics, language, climate,
production, government etc. Macro region, territory that reaches a large extent. 

neurocognoscitivo
Normally the neuro prefix refers to nerve and cognitive refers to knowledge but perhaps in this case you want to refer to



neuron neuro.  The neuron is the brain nerve cell supplemented by its branches or axons.  To this day the theory is.  A
receptor nerve cell p .  E.g. in the ear receives a question, the nerve cell is contacted by bindings with the nerve cell in
the specific cerebral hippocampus, it contains the answer and by means of the axonal cable produces the answer. 

oxidativo
Oxidizing.  Transformation of a body by oxygen action. Oxidative , which has the capacity of .  .  . Oxidize. 

pesca artesanal
It would have a very broad meaning.  It could be.  The one that is made with fishing rod, with a net, with a spear, with
atarraya, without rigging used in commercial or semi commercial fishing, 

probiótico
Probiotic is composed of an inseparable preposition.  .  . pro, in favor of and biotic bios life.  So it would mean for life. 
Today this name is given to fermented yogurts and milks, which would contain bacteria that would help process the food
consumed.  Although there are commercial products that are presumed to be probiotic and are not actually probiotic. 

quesdasen
Stay.  .  .  they'll stay. Remain or remain, verb, preterite of the subjunctive

quesignificaantropogénico
If we separate and just leave anthropogenic, it would be. Anthropogenic Greek anthropoids, Y-man of the Greek genia,
will generate, spawn, generate. Antopogeny or anthropogenic.  That generates the evolution of man. 

removedor
Remover.  Re , inseparable preposition that is urgently used in several terms.  In this case it's Re.  .  would be like.  .  . 
backwards, Del lat will remove, remove, move from one place to another. 

semipresidencial
The word semi-presidential should be written separately semi-president.  This consists of a suffix.  SEMI that gives
shape to an adjective or noun, giving them a meaning of almost.  Semi-presidential.  Almost president, 


